The safety of students, faculty and staff is a high priority at UIC. The UIC campus has many facilities and services to enhance the safety of our campus community including:

01 **UIC SAFE MOBILE APP**

Easily connect and share their location with family and friends in real-time as they walk and report information to UIC Police, anonymously if needed. UIC SAFE features include:

- Emergency call button: contact UIC Police quickly for help in an emergency.
- Friend Walk: Send your location to a friend, who can watch you walk home in real-time.
- Chat with UIC Police: Communicate live with a UIC Police officer via chat.

02 **UIC NIGHT RIDE**

UIC Night Ride is a transportation service for employees and students within a designated area, 7 days a week | 365 days a year | 11:00PM – 7:00AM. A UIC i-card is required.

Students can use their NetID and password to create an account and use the TransLoc Rider app to request shuttles and track them. The dispatching center for Night Ride can be reached at (312) 996-6800.

03 **UIC SAFE WALK**

We offer a safe walk service. Any student, staff, or faculty member can call 312-996-2830 if they do not feel safe getting to their campus destination. If there is an emergency call 911.